[Detecting the cytotoxicities of five bisphenol A analogues to the MCF-7 human breast carcinoma cell line through different endpoints].
As the main synthetic raw materials of polycarbonate, bisphenol A (BPA) and its analogues have been important issues in environmental pollution. The current studies focus mainly on BPA's estrogen effects and little on their cytotoxic effects. To assess the cytotoxicities of the five BPA analogues, we employed the MTS assay to determine the inhibition toxicity to MCF-7 (ER-), 2,4-dinitrophenylhydrazine assay to determine the release rate of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) escaping into cell culture medium, and single cell gel electrophoresis assay (SCGE) to detect DNA damage. The dose-response curves (DRC) between the observed inhibition toxicities and concentrations of the BPA compounds in MTS assay were fitted by using the nonlinear least squares (NLS) and the results showed that all the dose-response relationships were effectively described by the Weibull or Logit function. The toxicities expressed by--lgpEC50 were BPB > BPC > TDP > BPE > BPA. LDH assay and SCGE assay showed that when the concentrations of BPA analogues were EC20, the MCF-7 cell proliferation was slightly inhibited due to its little damaged DNA, and at EC40 the cell proliferations were significantly inhibited due to the seriously damaged DNA, leading to the damage of cell membrane and release of LDH.